
High tensile strength.
The special multistage manufacturing process complies with 
stringent CLAAS quality standards. Wherever they are used, 
CLAAS tines ensure a consistently high crop throughput.

Your benefits:
Long service life during the harvest•	
High flexibility, combined with robustness•	

Shot-blasted and powder-
coated.
The special powder coating gives the tines reliable 
protection against harmful environmental influences. 
Additionally, targeted shot-blasting with an extremely high 
shot flow assures the durability of CLAAS ORIGINAL tines. 
And the use of top-grade spring steels is a further 
assurance of CLAAS quality.

Your benefits:
Long service life•	
Extremely reliable•	

Long-lasting spring force.
The coils of CLAAS ORIGINAL tines create a (rotational) spring 
effect, enabling the machine to evade any foreign objects. 
This ensures a consistently high level of crop throughput, from 
the start to finish of a long working day.

Your benefits:
Minimal material fatigue•	
Good, stable crop intake•	
Flexible adaptation on contact with foreign objects•	



CLAAS ORIGINAL Parts

Tines –  
robust yet flexible.

Customized.
CLAAS ORIGINAL parts are precision-manufactured, high-
quality series components for CLAAS machines.

Reliable.
CLAAS ORIGINAL parts have a longer life cycle and protect 
the machine from mechanical failure.

Efficient.
CLAAS ORIGINAL parts are renowned for their high cost-
effectiveness, and quality that pays off.

Why CLAAS ORIGINAL 
tines?
ORIGINAL tines ensure a consistently high crop throughput, with 
delicate handling. They enable a smooth crop flow for balers, 
loading wagons, choppers, swathers and tedders. Thanks to 
many years of manufacturing experience, CLAAS ORIGINAL 
tines are perfectly tailored to the CLAAS system as a whole. 
They guarantee:

Long-lasting spring force•	

High tensile strength•	

High-quality spring steel•	

CLAAS ORIGINAL Parts.
Customized. Reliable. Efficient.

Dealer's stamp

ORIGINAL parts offer you more than just the 
right dimensions. The materials and 
manufacturing methods we use are 
fundamental to the reliability and long service 
life of our machines. 

Our ORIGINAL parts are manufactured from 
materials of an exceptionally high quality and to 
precise CLAAS specifications on the basis of 
proven CLAAS expert knowledge. Each and 
every part is tailored to the machine as a whole.

go.claas.com/ctfd

claas.com


